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Abstract

Numerical simulation of the Dynamic Beam Equation
using the SBP-SAT method

Vidar Stiernström

A stable boundary treatment of the dynamic beam equation (DBE) with two different
sets of boundary conditions has been conducted using the
summation-by-parts-simultaneous-approximation-term (SBP-SAT) method. As the
DBE involves a fourth derivative in space the numerical boundary treatment is highly
non-trivial. Using SBP-SAT operators together with suitable time integration schemes
the DBE has been simulated and a convergence study has been made. The results
show that the SBP-SAT method produces a stable discretistation that is accurate
enough to capture the dispersive nature of the dynamic beam equation. In additions
simulations were made presenting the importance of a stable boundary treatment
showing that the numerical solutions diverge when the boundaries were not handled
correctly.
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Denna rapport syftar i att simulera en typ av v̊agutbredning som sker i bland
annat balkar som svänger eller vibrerar. Denna v̊agutbredning är vad man
kallar för dispersiv, vilket innebär att utbredningshastigheten för v̊agorna
är beroende av frekvensen och i detta fall gäller det att v̊agor som har hög
frekvens utbreder sig snabbare än v̊agor som har lägre frekvens. För att
beskriva v̊agutbredningen använder man sig av en partiell differentialekvation
som kallas ’dynamiska balkekvationen’. Vid simulering av v̊agutbredningen
löses den dynamiska balkekvationen genom att man med dator använder en
numerisk lösare. En numerisk lösning är en approximation av den riktiga
lösningen och man ställer därför krav p̊a en lösares noggrannhet. Vidare
kräver man att en lösare skall vara stabil, vilket innebär att den numeriska
lösningen inte helt plötsligt ska f̊a orimligt stora värden. För att kunna lösa
ekvationen måste man ställa krav p̊a hur v̊agorna ska bete sig längs med ran-
den av beräkningsomr̊adet, det vill säga längs med en balks kanter fysikaliskt
tolkat. Av flertal anledningar finns det stora sv̊arigheter med att införa dessa
randvillkor numeriskt och om det inte görs korrekt resulterar det ofta i att
de numeriska lösningarna blir instabila.

I denna rapport har en numerisk lösningsmetod vid namn ’summation-by-
part-simultaneous-approximation-term (SBP-SAT) method’ används och i
rapporten har det undersökts hur noggrann denna metod är för tv̊a uppsättningar
av randvillkor. Med hjälp av SBP-SAT-metoden har stabilitet hos de nu-
meriska lösningarna bevisats matematiskt och resultaten tyder p̊a att meto-
den är tillräckligt noggrann för att f̊anga den dispersiva egenskapen hos dy-
namiska balekvationen. Tv̊adimensionell dispersiv v̊agutbredning har simuler-
ats och ett av resultaten visas i Figure 1. I detta fall sker v̊agutbredningen
under randvillkoren som fixerar randen. Notera d̊a att ränderna i Figur 1
är fixerade trots att v̊agfronterna träffar dem, vilket överensstämmer med
randvillkoren.
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Figure 1: Tv̊adimensionell simulering av den dynamiska balkekvationen.
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1 Introduction

The dynamic beam equation (DBE), also known as the Euler-Bernouilli beam
equation, is a standard model of flexible body dynamics and is thus of inter-
est in many engineering applications, for example when studying vibrations
of buildings and railway structures or any other construction where beams
are used as the basis of supporting structures or as axles [1],[2]. The DBE is
derived from Euler-Bernoulli beam theory, one of the simplest beam models
dating back to the 18th century. The model includes potential energy arising
due to strain forces from the bending of the beam and kinetic energy due to
the lateral displacement of the beam. [3],[4]. The governing equation of the
DBE is a linear partial differential equation (PDE) that is second order in
time and fourth order in space. In addition, the DBE is a hyperbolic equa-
tion and thus its solutions are wave-like.

When simulating wave propegation it is imperative to use numerical methods
that allows for the possibility of running accurate long-time simulations as
boundaries usually are situated many wave lengths away from the source gen-
erating the waves. Thus numerical methods that do not impose non-physical
growth of the solution in time, a property refered to as ’strict stability’, have
to be deployed. The use of high-order finite difference schemes that are spa-
tially accurate together with a well chosen time integration method is usally
well suited to analyse problems involving wave propegation [6],[7]. In con-
trast to standard wave propegation the solutions to the DBE are dispersive,
meaning that the group speed of the waves is frequency dependent. This in
turn implies that if a solution to the DBE contains many different frequencies
the wave will shatter into different wavefronts travelling at different speed
as time progresses. To capture the dispersive nature of the equation it is
even more essential that high-order (i.e. higher than second order) spatially
accurate numerical methods are used to capture the high-frequency parts of
solutions traveling fast and with a short wave lengths. As the DBE involves
a fourth spatial deriviative the boundary treatment is highly non-trivial and
thus it is important to employ a method that can impose physical boundary
conditions and still guarantee stability. In this study the summation-by-
parts-simultaneous-approximation-term (SBP-SAT) method will be used in
order to ensure a stable and accurate solution.

The aim of this study is;

• to analyse the well-posedness and stability requirements of the DBE
using the energy method,
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• to conduct a stable boundary treatment of the DBE for two different
sets of boundary conditions using the SBP-SAT method,

• to implement the SBP-SAT approximation together with a suitable
time integrator and analyse stability and accuracy of the resulting nu-
merical scheme,

• to simulate two-dimensional wave propegation governed by the DBE.

The aim of the study is not to evaluate the effiency of the method in compar-
ison to other well-known methods, e.g. finite element methods, but rather
to show that it is possible to treat high-order PDE:s using the SBP-SAT
method. Therefore comparisons to other methods are omitted.

2 Theory

This section presents some theory neccessary for understanding the analysis
conducted in this study. It also presents some useful definitions.

2.1 The dynamic beam equation

For a beam of length L with its axis along the x-direction, denote the deflec-
tion of the beam from its axis as u(x, t). The governing equation of the one
dimensional DBE is then given by the linear PDE

µ∂
2u(x,t)
∂t2

= − ∂2

∂x2

(
E(x)I(x)∂

2u(x,t
∂x2

)
+ F (x, t), 0 ≤ x ≤ L, t ≥ 0

u = f1(x), ut = f2(x), 0 ≤ x ≤ L, t = 0
(1)

where E(x) is the elastic modulus of the beam, I(x) the second moment of
area of the cross section of the beam and µ the mass per length unit. Here
f1, 2(x) are initial data and F (x, t) a forcing function. For a homogenous
beam E and I are independent of x. Using the notation uxxxx and utt for the
fourth and second partial derivatives of u(x, t) in space and time respectively
the DBE is reduced to

µu(x, t)tt = −EIu(x, t)xxxx + F (x, t), 0 ≤ x ≤ L, t ≥ 0

u = f1(x), ut = f2(x), 0 ≤ x ≤ L, t = 0.
(2)

In contrast to the standard one dimensional wave equation utt = c2uxx, the
DBE is dispersive, meaning that different frequencies propegate at different
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group velocities. The dispersion relation ω(k) is the function that determines
how the time oscillations are linked to the spatial oscillations, i.e. it is the
function for which the plane waves eikxeω(k)x solves the PDE [5]. Here, ω(k)
is the time frequency and k is the wavenumber. Plugging eikxeiω(k)x into (2)
and solving for ω(k) results in

ω(k)2 =
EI

µ
k4 =⇒ ω(k) = ±

√
EI

µ
|k|2.

The group velocity is then given by

− ∂

∂k
ω(k) = ±2

√
EI

µ
|k|,

showing that the group velocity depends on the wavenumber (or spatial fre-
quency) of the wave. In addition, the group velocity indicates that wave
propegation will occur in two opposite directions.

A two dimensional extension of the problem is obtained by

µutt = −EI(uxxxx + uyyyy) + F, 0 ≤ x, y ≤ Lx,y, t ≥ 0

u = f1(x, y), ut = f2(x, y), 0 ≤ (x, y) ≤ Lx,y, t = 0,
(3)

where u = u(x, y, t), F = F (x, y, t), Lx and Ly are the lengths of the beam
in respective direction.

2.2 The energy method

The energy method is a way to determine whether or not a PDE is well-posed
and to find a stable set of boundary conditions to the equation, by deter-
mining how the energy of the PDE varies in time. The energy method for
a hyperbolic PDE that is second order in time, consists of multiplying both
sides of the homogenous PDE (i.e homogenous boundary conditions and forc-
ing function is assumed) with ut, and integrating in space over the domain.
By introducing the L2-norm (see Definition 2.1 in Section 2.4) and expanding
the integral containing the spatial derivatives through integration by parts
and then adding the transposed inner product it is possible to find restriction
on the PDE for the problem to be well-posed and to show that the energy
of the system grows, diminishes or is convserved depending on the choice of
boundary conditions. For a problem to be well-posed it is required that the
energy of the system is greater or equal to zero, i.e a system is not allowed to
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have negative energy. For a problem to be energy-stable it is required that
the energy of the system diminshes or is conserved (with conservation only if
the solution is constant) when imposing a minimal amount of boundary con-
ditions required for a unique solution and assuming homogenous boundary
data and forcing function. Next will follow an example of how the energy
method is applied on the standard one-dimensonal wave equation to make
the reader familiar with the concept.

Example of the energy method applied on utt = c2uxx
Multiply utt by ut and integrate in space over the domain, using the notation
in Definition 2.1

(ut, utt) = c2(ut, uxx) = c2utux|rl − c2(utx, ux).

Adding the transposed inner product (utt, ut) results in

(ut, utt) + (utt, ut) = 2c2utux|rl − c2((utx, ux) + (ux, utx)).

Gathering the inner products and rewriting them as a single derivative yields

d

dt
(E) = 2c2utux|rl , (4)

where E = ‖ut‖2 + c2‖ux‖2 is the energy of the wave. First of all, for the
problem to be well-posed it is required that the energy is greater or equal to
zero which implies c2 ≥ 0. Secondly, for the problem to be energy-stable it
is required that the energy is conserved or is dampened on the boundaries to
prevent the solution from blowing up. This is assuming a homogenous forcing
function. If energy is added through the system through a forcing function,
the total energy of the system can and is allowed to increase. Setting for
example, ux = 0 at x = l, x = r, refered to as Neumann boundary conditions,
will result in d

dt
(E) = 0 and the energy of the wave is conserved. The physical

interpretation of (4) is that the sum of the change of kinetic and potential
energy ‖ut‖2 +c2‖ux‖2 depends only how energy transfers on the boundaries.

2.3 The SBP-SAT method

The SBP-SAT method is a finite difference method that ensures stability of
time dependet PDE:s through semi-discrete difference operators that follow a
summation-by-parts (SBP) formula combined with physical boundary condi-
tions weakly imposed as a penalty term using a simultaneous approximation
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term (SAT) that preserves the SBP-property. Using these operators it is pos-
sible to obtain a semi-discrete energy estimate that mimics the continuous
energy estimate produced by the energy method. The SBP-SAT operators
provide strict stability which is shown through the semi-discrete counterpart
of the continuous energy method. Other benefints of the SBP-SAT method is
that it easy to programme and extend to multiple dimensions. [7], [8]. Next
will follow an example of how the SBP-SAT method is applied on the stan-
dard one-dimensional wave equation with Neumann boundary conditions to
make the reader familiar with the concept.

Example of the energy method applied on utt = c2uxx + F (x, t) with
Neumann boundary conditions
The one-dimensional wave equation with Neumann boundary conditions is
given by

utt = c2uxx + F (x, t), l ≤ x ≤ r, t ≥ 0
ux = gl,r(t), x = l, r, t ≥ 0

(5)

The spatial domain is discretisized using m grid points i.e,

x = [x1, x2, . . . , xm−1, xm]T ,

where
xi = (i− 1)h, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, h = r−l

m−1 .

The semi-discrete solution vector is denoted v and is given by vT = [v1, v2, . . . , vm],
where vj is the approximate solution at gridpoint xj. In addition, the vec-
tors e1 = [1, 0, . . . , 0]T , em = [0, . . . , 0, 1]T will be used when describing
points on the boundaries. A difference operator D2 will be used to ap-
proximate the partial derivative ∂2

∂x2
. In order to produce a semi-discrete

version of the energy estimate given by (4) D2 is required to be on the form
D2 = H−1(−M − e1S1 + emSm), where H = HT is a positive definite sym-
metric matrix, M = MT is a positive semi-definite symmetric matrix and
S1v ≈ ux|x=l, Smv ≈ ux|x=r. A semi-discrete SBP-SAT approximation of (5)
is then given by

vtt = c2D2v + τlH
−1e1(S1v − gl(t)) + τrH

−1em(Smv − gr(t)) + F (x, t) (6)

where D2 is the SBP-part approximating the partial derivative and
τlH

−1e1(S1v− gl(t)) + τrH
−1em(Smv− gr(t)) is the SAT-part weakly impos-

ing the Neumann boundary conditions. Using Definition 2.2 in Section 2.4
to introduce a discrete norm a semi-discrete energy estimate can be obtained
mimicking the procedure of the energy method. Multiplying (6) (with ho-
mogenous boundary conditions and forcing function assumed) by vTt H and
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adding the transposed inner product vTttHvt results in

vTttHvt + vTt Hvtt =vT (−M − ST1 eT1 + STme
T
m)vt + vTt (−M − e1S1 + emSm)v

+ 2τlv
T
t e1(S1v) + 2τrH

−1vTt em(Smv).

The notation eT1,ma = aT e1,m = (a)1,m, for any vector a will be used to indi-
cate the scalar value of a vector at the end point. Making use of the discrete
norm and rearranging the terms yields the semi-discrete energy estimate

d

dt
EH,wave = 2(τ1 − c2)(vt)1S1v + 2(τm + c2)(vt)mSmv, (7)

where
EH,wave = ‖vt‖2H + c2vTMv.

As M is a positive semi-definite operator EH,wave defines a semi-norm, i.e.
a semi-discrete counterpart to the continuous energy defined in (4). By
setting the ’penalty parametres’ τr = c2, τl = −c2 the energy estimate results
in d

dt
EH,wave = 0, mimicking the continuous energy estimate in (4) with

Neumann boundary conditions imposed and thus stability is proven.

2.4 Definitions

This section introduces some useful definitions required for the study.

Definition 2.1 Let u, v ∈ L2[l, r] where u and v are real-valued functions.
Let the inner product be defined by (u, v) =

∫ r
l
uvdx, and let the corresponding

L2-norm be ‖u‖2 = (u, u).

Definition 2.2 Let v, w ∈ Rm[l, r], be discrete real-valued vector functions
and let H = HT > 0. The discrete inner product is then defined as (v, w)H =
vTHw and the corresponding discrete norm is ‖v‖2H = (v, v)H .

Definition 2.3 A difference operator
D4 = H−1

(
N − e1S31 + emS3m + ST1 S21 − STmS2m

)
approximating ∂4/∂ x4,

is said to be a fourth derivative SBP operator if H = HT > 0, N +NT ≥ 0,
S1v ' ux|l, Smv ' ux|r, S21v ' uxx|l, S2mv ' uxx|r, and S31v ' uxxx|l,
S3mv ' uxxx|r are finite difference approximations of the first, second and
third derivatives at the left and right boundary points.

For explicit formulation of the matrices and vectors, see the appendix.

For the problem analyzed in this paper more restrictive SBP definitions are
needed. They are as follows,
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Definition 2.4 Fourth derivative SBP operators based on a diagonal norm
are said to be a diagonal-norm SBP operators.

Definition 2.5 A fourth derivative SBP operator where N = NT ≥ 0 is
called a symmetric fourth derivative SBP operator.

The SBP operator D4 that will be used later in the text will be both diagonal-
norm and symmetric. In order to analyze a certain set of boundary condtions
for the problem the following lemmas are required,

Lemma 2.6 The dissipative part N of a narrow-diagonal diagonal-derivative
SBP operator has the following property:

vTNv = hα2

(
(S21v)2 + (S2mv)2

)
+ vT Ñ2v , (8)

where Ñ2 is symmetric and positive semi-definite, and α2 a positive constant,
independent of the discrete length of a step, h used in the discretisation.

Lemma 2.7 The dissipative part N of a narrow-diagonal diagonal-derivative
SBP operator has the following property:

vTNv = h3 α3

(
(S31v)2 + (S3mv)2

)
+ vT Ñ3v , (9)

where Ñ3 is symmetric and positive semi-definite, and α3 a positive constant,
independent of the discrete length of a step, h used in the discretisation.

The values of α2,3 are given in the table below for 2 different orders of accu-
racy.

Table 1: α2,3 for the fourth- and sixth-order accurate narrow-diagonal fourth-
derivative SBP operators.

4th order α2 6th order α2 4th order α3 6th order α3

0.54845 0.32265 1.0882 0.1568

The following definitions will be used when measuring the error and the rate
of convergence of a numerical solution.

Definition 2.8 The l2 norm of the error, refered to as the l2 error, to a
solution vector vm1 with m1 unknowns is defined as

‖u− vm1‖h ≡
√
hm1

√√√√ m1∑
j=1

(u(xj)− vj)2. (10)
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Definition 2.9 The rate of convergence q of a numerical solution to the
analytical solution is defined as

q =
log10

(
‖u−vm1‖h
‖u−vm2‖h

)
log10

(
hm1

hm2

) , (11)

where vm1 and vm2 are solution vectors with m1 and m2 unknowns respec-
tively.

3 Analysis

This section contains the relevent analysis required for the study, such as the
energy method and SBP-SAT method applied on the DBE with two differ-
ent sets of boundary conditions. It also contains a section treating the time
integration of the discretisized problem and a section that describes how two-
dimensional wave propegation goverend by the DBE was simulated.

Before beginning with the analysis, the DBE in (2) will be rewritten to
simplify notation. Dividing (2) through by EI , setting c = µ

EI
and denoting

the scaled forcing function F̃ results in

cu(x, t)tt = −u(x, t)xxxx + F̃ (x, t), 0 ≤ x ≤ L, t ≥ 0

u = f1(x), ut = f2(x), 0 ≤ x ≤ L, t = 0.
(12)

This is the form of the DBE that will be analysed throughout the study.

3.1 The continuous problem

To prove stability and to find stable boundary conditions, the energy method
is applied to the DBE, with F̃ (x, t) = 0. Taking the inner product of utt
with ut, inserting it into (12) and expanding the right hand side through
integration by parts yields

c(ut, utt) = −(ut, uxxxx) =

−utuxxx|L0 + (utx, uxxx) = −utuxxx|L0 + utxuxx|L0 − (utxx, uxx).

Adding the transpose c(utt, ut), using (utt, ut) + (ut, utt) = d
dt
‖ut‖2 and rear-

ranging the terms results in

d

dt
E(c) = −2utuxxx|L0 + 2utxuxx|L0 , (13)
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where the continuous energy E(c) is given by,

E(c) = c‖ut‖2 + ‖uxx‖2. (14)

For E(c) to be an energy we require E(c) ≥ 0, which imples that both µ and
EI have to be greater than zero, all in accordance with the underlying physics
as both the reduced mass µ and EI, which can be thought of as the ’stiffness’
of the beam, are non-negative quantities. Furthermore, for the problem to be
well-posed it is required that d

dt
E(c) ≤ 0 and therefore there are restrictions on

the boundary conditions. First note that only boundary terms are present in
the right hand side of (13) which indicates wave propegation. The boundary
terms also make up a quadratic form and it is therefore possible to rewrite
the boundary terms on the form

d

dt
E(c) = BT |10 = wTGw|10

where BT are the boundary terms and

w =


ut
uxt
uxx
uxxx

 G =


0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0

 .
A great deal of information regarding the boundary conditions can be ob-
tained by analysing the matrix G. The number of boundary conditions re-
quired to obtain a well-posed model is equivalent to the number of non-zero
eigenvalues to G and furthermore the sign of the eigenvalues correspond
to what boundary the conditions should be prescribed to. The number of
boundary conditions at x = L equals the number of positive eigenvalues to
G, and the number of boundary conditions at x = 0 equals the number of
negative eigenvalues to G. The eigenvalues to G are λ1,2 = 1 and λ3,4 = −1
and thus two boundary conditions shoud be prescribed on each side of the
domain. By diagonalising G it’s also possible to find the most dissipative set
of boundary conditions, that is, a set of boundary condition that minimize
reflection on the boundaries. This is of interest for example when introducing
artificial boundaries, and in addition these boundary conditions are also rela-
tively easy to implement in a semi-discretisation using the SBT-SAT method.
As G is symmetric there exist a diagonal matrix Λ and an orthogonal matrix
S such that Λ = STGS, where Λ contains the eigenvalues to G and S consists
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of the corresponding eigenvectors, i.e

S =
1√
2


1 0 1 0

0 1 0 1

0 1 0 −1

−1 0 1 0

 .

Therefore set
G = SΛST

and introduce the characteristic variables w̃ such that w = Sw̃. Then,
the boundary terms can be rewritten as wTGw = w̃TSTGSw̃ = w̃TΛw̃ =∑5

j=1 λjw̃
2
j , where λj is the jth eigenvalue and w̃j the corresponding char-

acteristic variable. The characterist variables are computed as w̃ = STw
and make up the most dissipative set of well-posed boundary conditions. By
setting the characteristic variables corresponding to the two positive eigenval-
ues, i.e. w̃1,2, at the boundary x = L and the two eigenvalues corresponding
to the two negative eigenvalues, i.e. w̃3,4, at the boundary x = 0 a set of
well-posed boundary conditions are obtained.

uxt − uxx = g
(1)
0 (t), x = 0 ,

ut + uxxx = g
(2)
0 (t), x = 0 ,

uxt + uxx = g
(1)
L (t), x = L ,

ut − uxxx = g
(2)
L (t), x = L .

(15)

This set of boundary conditions will be refered to as the characteristic bound-
ary conditions. Using homogenous characteristic bounday conditions one can
rewrite (13) to

d

dt
E(c) = −2(ut)

2|L − 2(ut)
2|0 − 2(utx)

2|L − 2(utx)
2|0 (16)

and it is thus apparent that solution will be dampened through the bound-
aries.

A less rigourous treatment of the boundary conditions can be made by sim-
ply looking at the right hand side of (13) and choosing a set of boundary
conditions that satisfies the condition d

dt
E(c) ≤ 0. In the case of energy con-

servation, i.e. d
dt
E(c) = 0, the boundary conditions are not too hard to find
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and a few cases are listet below.

u = ux = 0 (’Clamped’), (17)

uxx = uxxx = 0 (’Free’), (18)

u = uxx = 0 (’Hinged’), (19)

ux = uxxx = 0 (’Sliding’). (20)

Any combination of any two of these boundary conditions imposed on any
side of domain will also lead to well-posedness. Next to each of the bound-
ary conditions in (17) - (20) the physical interpretation of the boundary
conditions imposed on a homogenous beam is stated [3]. In this paper the
boundary conditions in (17) are of special interest as they are common and
quite hard to implement in a semi-discretisation using the SBP-SAT method.
For stability it is not necesarry to impose homogenous boundary conditions
(energy conservation) and thus a generalisation of the boundary conditions
in (17) is

u = g
(1)
0 (t) ux = g

(2)
0 x = 0

u = g
(1)
L (t) ux = g

(2)
L x = L

. (21)

This set of boundary conditions will be refereed to as the Dirichlet-Neumann
boundary conditions.

3.2 The semi-discrete problem

The following subsections will treat two different semi-discretisations of the
dynamic beam equation using the two different sets of boundary conditions
derived in the previous section, starting with the characteristic boundary
conditions and after that continuing with the Dirichlet-Neumann boundary
conditions. In both case the semi-discretisations are carried out using the
SBP-SAT-method. Implementing boundary conditions on a high order PDE
numerically on a non-periodic hyperbolic problem using a finite difference
approach can be quite tricky numerically and thus both of the proposed
semi-discretisations were provided by my supervisor.

3.2.1 Characteristic boundary conditions

A semi-discrete approximation of the problem as formulated in (2) with the
characteristic boundary conditions (15) using the SBP-SAT method is given
by
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cvtt = −D4v + τ
(1)
0 H−1ST1

(
S1vt − S21v − g(1)0

)
+ τ

(2)
0 H−1e1

(
eT1 vt + S31v − g(2)0

)
+ τ

(1)
L H−1STm

(
Smvt + S2mv − g(1)L

)
+ τ

(2)
L H−1em

(
eTmvt − S3mv − g(2)L

)
+ F̃ .

(22)

where the operators D4, S1,m, S21,m and S31,m are described in Definition
2.3. The energy method is now used to find stable values of the penalty
parametres τ

(0),(1)
0,L . A stable choice of the parametres is one that will cause the

semi-discrete energy estimate to mimic its continuous counterpart. As usual
homogenous boundary conditions and forcing function are assumed when
carrying out the calculations for the discrete energy estimate. Multiplying
both sides in (22) by vTt H and using the bracket notation introduced in
Section 2.3 results in

cvTt Hvtt =−
(
vTt Nv − (vt)1S31v + (vt)mS3mv + vTt S

T
1 S21v − vTt STmS2mv

)
+ τ

(1)
0 vTt S

T
1 (S1vt − S21v) + τ

(2)
0 (vt)1 ((vt)1 + S31v)

+ τ
(1)
L vTt S

T
m (Smvt + S2mv) + τ

(2)
L (vt)m ((vt)m − S3mv) .

Rearranging the terms gives

cvTt Hvtt =− vTt Nv + (−1− τ (1)0 )vTt S
T
1 S21v + (1 + τ

(2)
0 )(vt)1S31v

+ (1 + τ
(1)
L )vTt S

T
mS2mv + (−1− τ (2)L )(vt)mS3mv

+ τ
(1)
0 (S1vt)

2 + τ
(2)
0 (vt)

2
1 + τ

(1)
L (Smvt)

2 + τ
(2)
L (vt)

2
m

Adding the transpose cvTttHvt, moving the terms vTt Nv and vTt N
Tv to the

right hand side and using (vt, v)H + (v, vt)H = d
dt
‖v‖2H yields

d

dt
EH =2(−1− τ (1)0 )vTt S

T
1 S21v + 2(1 + τ

(2)
0 )(vt)1S31v

+ 2(1 + τ
(1)
L )vTt S

T
mS2mv + 2(−1− τ (2)L )(vt)mS3mv

+ 2τ
(1)
0 (S1vt)

2 + 2τ
(2)
0 (vt)

2
1 + 2τ

(1)
L (Smvt)

2 + 2τ
(2)
L (vt)

2
m,

(23)

where EH is the semi-discrete counterpart to the continuous energy E(c) given
by

EH = c‖vt‖2H + vTNv. (24)
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EH defines a semi-norm as N is a positive semi-definite matrix. In addition,
choosing τ

(1)
0 = τ

(2)
0 = τ

(1)
L = τ

(2)
L = −1 results in

d

dt
EH = −2(S1vt)

2 − 2(vt)
2
1 − 2(Smvt)

2 − 2(vt)
2
m, (25)

which is the discrete counterpart of the continous energy estimate as specified
in (16). Thus the specified choice of the parametres τ

(0),(1)
0,L will generate a

stable discretisation of the problem.

3.2.2 Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions

This set of boundary conditions is somewhat more problematic to implement
numerically. In order to obtain a semi-discrete energy estimate one need
to use the dissipative parts of the SBP operator D4 given by Lemma 2.6
and Lemma 2.7. A semi-discrete approximation of (12) with the Dirichlet-
Neumann boundary conditions (21) using the SBP-SAT method is then given
by

cvtt = −D4v +H−1(S31 − τ (1)0 eT1 )T
(
eT1 v − g

(1)
0

)
−H−1(S21 + τ

(2)
0 S1)

T
(
S1v − g(2)0

)
−H−1(S3m + τ

(1)
L eTm)T

(
eTmv − g

(1)
L

)
+H−1(S2m − τ (2)L Sm)T

(
Smv − g(2)L

)
+ F̃ .

(26)

To find stable choices of the penalty parameteres τ
(0),(1)
0,L the energy method

is applied to (26). In this case the parameteres will have to be chosen such
that the discrete energy estimate yields energy conservation. Homogenous
boundary conditions and forcing function are assumed when carrying out the
calculations. Again, the bracket notation introduced in Section 2.3 is used.
Multiplying (26) by vTt H and expanding the D4 operator results in

cvTt Hvtt =− vTt Nv + (vt)1(S31v)− (vt)m(S3mv)− (S1vt)(S21v) + (Smvt)(S2mv)

+ (S31vt)(v)1 − τ (1)0 (vt)1(v)1

− (S21vt)(S1v)− τ (2)0 (S1vt)(S1v)

− (S3mvt)(v)m + τ
(1)
L (vt)m(v)m

+ (S2mvt)(Smv)− τ (2)L (Smvt)(Smv).

Adding the transpose cvHtt vtt yields

cvTt Hvtt + cvTttHvt = −(vTt Nv + vTNvt) + SAT1 + SATm (27)
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where SAT1 (and SATm similarly) is given by

SAT1 =2(vt)1(S31v)− 2(S1vt)(S21v)

+ 2(S31vt)(v)1 − 2τ
(1)
0 (vt)1(v)1

− 2(S21vt)(S1v)− 2τ
(2)
0 (S1vt)(S1v).

Use the chain rule to rewrite the terms in SAT1 (and similarly for SATm into
a single derivative. This results in

SAT1 =
d

dt

(
2(v)1(S31v)− 2(S1v)(S21)− τ (1)0 (v)21 − τ

(2)
0 (S1v)2

)
.

Now all the terms in (27) are moved to the left hand side and written as a
single deriviative. Using Lemma 2.6 and Lemma 2.7, vTNv is expanded into
its dissipative parts and the remaining boundary terms constitute a quadratic
form. The resulting equation is

d

dt

(
ẼH + wT1 A1w1 + wTmAmwm

)
= 0, (28)

where where ẼH is given by,

ẼH = ‖vt‖2H +
1

2
vT Ñ2v +

1

2
vT Ñ3v , (29)

and

w1 =


v1
S1v
S21v
S31v

 , A1 =


τ
(1)
0 0 0 −1

0 τ
(2)
0 1 0

0 1 h
2
α2 0

−1 0 0 h3

2
α3

 ,

wm =


vm
Smv
S2mv
S3mv

 , Am =


τ
(1)
L 0 0 1

0 τ
(2)
L −1 0

0 −1 h
2
α2 0

1 0 0 h3

2
α3


(30)

For ẼH+wT1 A1w1+w
T
mAmwm to be a semi-norm (and thus mimic a continuous

energy), a requirement is that A1 and Am are positive semi-definite, which in

terms sets restrictions to the parametres τ
(1),(2)
0,L . A matrix is postive definite

if all of its eigenvalues are greater or equal to zero and hence the eigenvalues
of A1 and Am were calculated. This was done by solving the equation
det(λI − A1) = 0 (and similarly for Am) which resulted in the following

conditions on τ
(1),(2)
0,L

τ
(1)
0,L ≥ 2

h3α3
, τ

(2)
0,L ≥ 2

hα2
(31)
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If τ
(1),(2)
0,L satisfy these conditions the discrete energy estimate mimics energy

conservation which is analogous to the continuous case. Thus, under these
conditions, stability is proven.

3.3 Time integration

Now that the DBE, as described in (12), is discretisized in space the problem
is reduced to an ODE in time. The form of the ODE will differ depending on
the choice of boundary conditions. A stable time integration scheme is one
that has a stability region that covers the eigenvalues of the ODE system.
Two different finite difference schemes for time integration, one for each set
of boundary conditions, will be implemented. No CFL conditions have been
investigated in this study, but as the problem is hyperbolic the time step
should be proportional to the square of the space step. Instead several con-
vergence studies were done for different values of the time step until a stable
time step was found.

Before commencing with the time integration analaysis, the following no-
tations are introduced. The discrete solution vector at time tn is denoted vn,
where the time domain is discretisized as tn = nk, n = 0, 1, 2, ..., where k is
the time step. The analysis is now limited to look at initial value problems
where vt = 0 as this will simplify the time integration. As the main goal
of the study is to conduct a stable boundary treatment simplifying the time
integration is not a restriction of the study.

3.3.1 Characteristic boundary conditions

Rearranging the terms in (22) gathering terms of v and vt the semi-discrete
DBE is reduced to a second order ODE with initial values given by

vtt = ACharv +Bvt +GChar(t), t ≥ 0,
v = f1(t), t = 0,
vt = 0, t = 0,

(32)
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where

AChar =
1

c
(−D4 − τ (1)0 H−1ST1 S21 + τ

(2)
0 H−1eT1 S31

+ τ
(1)
L H−1STmS2m − τ (2)L H−1eTmS3m),

(33)

B =
1

c
(τ 10H

−1ST1 S1 + τ 20H
−1e1e

T
1 + τ 1LH

−1STmSm + τ 2LH
−1eme

T
m), (34)

GChar =
1

c
(−τ (1)0 H−1ST1 g

(1)
0 (t)− τ (2)0 H−1e1g

(2)
0 (t)

− τ (1)L H−1STmg
(1)
L (t)− τ (2)L H−1emg

(2)
L (t)),

(35)

with τ
(1),(2)
0,L are as derived in Section 3.2.1 and g

(1),(2)
0,L (t) refering to the bound-

ary data in (15). In order to investigate the stability of the semi-discrete
problem the eigenvalues of the matrix

M =

[
0m,m Im,m
AChar B

]
(36)

(where 0m,m, Im,m are the m × m zero and identity matrices respectively)
are plotted in the complex plane. If the eigenvalues are strictly non-positive
the problem is stable and should converge given a suitable time integrator.
However, stability is proven by the energy method and thus the position of
the eigenvalues of M is guaranteed to be on the non-negative part of the
complex plane for the stable choice of the penalty parametres τ

(1),(2)
0,L derived

in Section 3.2.1. The eigenvalues were calculated using MATLAB and the
results of the stability analysis of M is presented in Section 4.1.1.

The derivatives in the ODE are approximated using second order centered fi-
nite difference schemes and the derivative in the intial value is approximated
using a first order right-sided finite difference scheme. This results in the
following discretisation

vn+1−2vn+vn−1

k2
= ACharv

n +B vn+1−vn−1

2k
+GChar(tn), n = 2, 3, 4 . . . ,

v0 = f1(tn), n = 0,
v1−v0
k

= 0, n = 1.

(37)

A second order accurate time integrator should be sufficient to show at
least fourth order convergence using fourth and sixth order accurate SBP-
operators. The start up process (i.e the scheme for n = 1), however is only
first order which might have an impact on the convergence study. To in-
crease the order of accuracy in the start up process a Taylor series expansion
is carried out around v0. This results in

v1 = v0 + kv0t +
k2

2
v0tt +O(k3).
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Now using the fact that v0t = 0 and substituting the ODE in (32) into the
Taylor expansion results in

v1 = v0 +
k2

2
(ACharv

0 +GChar(t0)) +O(k3).

This expresion is inserted into the start up scheme and (37) is rewritten on
a form more suitable for numerical iterations. This results in the following
second order iteration scheme

v0 = f1(tn), n = 0

v1 = (Im,m + k2

2
AChar)v

0 + k2

2
Gchar(t0)), n = 1

vn+1 = R((2Im,m + k2AChar)v
n − (Im,m + k2

2
B)vn−1 + k2

2
GChar(tn) n = 2, 3, 4 . . . ,

(38)
where R = (Im,m − k

2
B)−1.

One might argue that the fourth order Runge-Kutta algorithm would be
an ideal time integrator for (32) seing as there is both a second and a first
derivative in time present in the ODE. Therefore the problem is well-suited
to be rewritten as a first order system of ODE:s and the Runge-Kutta al-
gorithm could be used to obtained higher accuracy. This was in fact tried
before choosing the current time integrator but in order to obtain a stable
solution an incredibly small time step had to be choosen and still the con-
vergence study did not yield satisfying results. Therefore the Runge-Kutta
algorithm was discarded.

3.3.2 Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions

A procedure similar to the one in the previous section is carried out for the
semi-discrete DBE with Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions. Rearran-
ing the terms in (26) gathering terms of v results in a second order ODE
with initial values given by

vtt = ADNv +GDN(t), t ≥ 0,
v = f1(t), t = 0,
vt = 0, t = 0,

(39)

where

ADN =
1

c
(−D4 +H−1((S31 − τ (1)0 eT1 )T eT1 − (S21 + τ

(2)
0 S1)

TS1

− (S3m − τ (1)L eTm)T eTm + (S2m + τ
(2)
L Sm)TSm)),

(40)

GDN =
1

c
(H−1((S31 − τ (1)0 eT1 )Tg

(1)
0 (t) + (S21 + τ

(2)
0 S1)

Tg
(2)
0 (t)

+ (S3m − τ (1)L eTm)Tg
(1)
L (t)− (S2m + τ

(2)
L Sm)Tg

(2)
L (t))),

(41)
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with τ
(1),(2)
0,L are as derived in Section 3.2.2 and g

(1),(2)
0,L (t) refering to the bound-

ary data in (21). The solution to (39) is given by v = C1e
√
λt+C2e

−
√
λt for all

eigenvalues λ to the discretisation matrix ADN . Therefore if any eigenvalue
of ADN is not non-negative and real the solution will grow in time and be
unstable. However, stability is proven by the energy method and thus the
position of the eigenvalues of ADN is guaranteed to be on the non-negative
part of the real axis. The eigenvalues of ADN were calculated using MAT-
LAB and are presented in Section 4.1.2.

A second order centered finite difference scheme is used when approximating
vtt and a first order right-sided finite difference scheme is used when approx-
imating the start up. The order of accuracy is increased to a fourth order
scheme for the ODE and a third order scheme for the start up using Taylor
expansions. A fourth order accurate time integration scheme should result in
a fourth order convergence rate using fourth order SBP-SAT-operators and a
fifth order convergence rate using sixth order accurate SBP-SAT operators.
In the second order scheme, expand vn±1 around vn and in the first order
scheme, expand v1 around v0. Plugging the Taylor expansions into the finite
difference schemes results in

vn+1−2vn+vn−1

k2
= vntt + k2

12
vntttt +O(k4), n = 2, 3, 4 . . . ,

v1−v0
k

= v0t + k
2
v0tt + k2

6
v0ttt +O(k3), n = 1.

Using vntt = ADNv
n ⇒ vnttt = ADNv

n
t + G′DN(tn), vntttt = ADN(ADNv

n +
GDN(tn)) +G′′DN(tn) and vt = 0 the Taylor expansion is modified to

vn+1−2vn+vn−1

k2
= ADNv

n +GDN(tn) + k2

12
(ADN(ADNv

n +GDN(tn)) +G′′DN(tn)), n = 2, 3, 4 . . . ,
v1−v0
k

= k
2
(ADNv

1 +GDN(0)) + k2

6
(G′DN(0)), n = 1.

(42)
The stability region of (42) covers the non-negative real axis and thus should
cover the eigenvalues of ADN . (42) is rewritten on a form more suitable for
numerical iterations resulting in the finalised fourth order iteration scheme
with a third order start up

v0 = v1 n = 0

v1 = (I + k2

2
ADN)v1 + k2

2
GDN(0) + k3

6
G′DN(0) n = 1

vn+1 =(2Im,m + k2ADN +
k4

12
A2
DN)vn − vn−1

+ k2(I +
k2

12
ADN)GDN(tn) +

k4

12
G′′DN(tn)

n = 2, 3, 4, . . . .

(43)
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3.4 Accuracy

To measure the accuracy of the iteration schemes (38) and (43) the rate
of covergence and the error of a numerical solution was studied. This was
done by simulating the wave propegation of u(x, t) = sin(κx)cos( κ√

c
t2) in

MATLAB twice, once with characteristic boundary conditions and once with
Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions, using the iteration schemes. Note
that sin(κx)cos( κ√

c
t2) is a solution to (12) and satisfies ut = 0, t = 0. Setting

κ = 7π, L = 1, EI = 1, µ = 1, the error and convergence studies were
done at time t = 1 using the l2 error defined in Definition 2.8 and the rate
of convergence defined in Definition 2.9 for m = 101, 201, 301, 401. When
computing the rate of convergence the l2 error of two consecutive simulations
was compared, i.e, the solution using m = 101 was compared to the solution
using m = 201 and so on. In addititon, the l2 error was plotted as a function
of time. When studying characteristic boundary conditions the time step k
was set to k = 0.1h2 where, h is the step length in space. When studying
Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions the time step k = 0.05h2 was used
and the penalty parametres were set to τ

(1)
0,L = 2

h3α3
, τ

(2)
0,L = 2

hα2
.

3.5 Two-dimensional simulation

Two-dimensional dispersive wave propegation with Dirichlet-Neumann bound-
ary conditions was studied by applying the SBP-SAT method using fourth
order accurate operators on a two-dimensional extension of the DBE onto
the unit square given by

cutt = −(uxxxx + uyyyy), 0 ≤ (x, y) ≤ 0, t ≥ 0

u = e−1000((x−0.5)
2+(y−0.5)2), ut = 0, 0 ≤ (x, y) ≤ 1, t = 0,

u = ux = uy = 0, (x, y) ∈ Ω, t ≥ 0,

(44)

where Ω is the boundary of the unit square. The domain was discretisized
using m = 201 points in both the x- and y-direction. A discrete approx-
imation of −(uxxxx + uyyyy) can be written (using the Kronecker product)
as ADN,2D = (ADN ⊗ I)v + (I ⊗ ADN)v where ADN is the discretisation
matrix in the one-dimensional case and I is the m × m identity matrix.
The two-dimensional discretisation matrix ADN,2D is a m2 × m2 By defin-
ing the discrete solution vector as a ”vector of vectors” of the form v =
[v1,1, v1,2, . . . , v1,m, v2,1, v2,2, . . . , v2,m, . . . , vxi,yj . . . , vm,1, vm,2, . . . , vm,m]. The so-
lution was then simulated using (43). The time step was set to 0.2h2 and the

penalty parametres were first set to τ
(1)
0,L = 2

h3α3
, τ

(2)
0,L = 2

hα2
. The initial value

is a Gaussian pulse, which is built up of many different frequencies. Thus, if
the SBP-SAT method is implemented correctly the wave should break apart
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into many wavefronts moving at different speed depending on their frequen-
cies. The simulation was then performed again with an unstable choice of
penalty parametres to analyse the importance of stable boundary treatment.

4 Results

4.1 Stability

In this section the stability results of the different SBP-SAT approximations
are presented.

4.1.1 Characteristic boundary conditions

The stability analysis were done by studying the eigenvalues of M , defined
in Section 3.3.1. The eigenvalues of M were computed in MATLAB and
the maximal real part of the eigenvalues of M , are presented in Table 2 for
different values of m. For m = 101 and m = 201 the result is presented twice,
once for stable values and once for unstable values of the penalty parametres
τ
(1)(2)
0,L . Stability is achieved if the maximal real part of the eigenvalues of
M are non-positive. Note that the maximal real part of the eigenvalues of
M are positive for m = 301,m = 401 using fourth order accurate SBP-SAT
operators and for all listed values of m using sixth order accurate SBP-
SAT operators even though the stability requirement τ

(1)(2)
0,L = −1 derived in

Section 3.2.1 is fulfilled.

Table 2: The maximal real part of the eigenvalues λ of M

max(Re(λ))

m τ
(1)(2)
0,L 4th order accurate SBP-SAT 6th order accurate SBP-SAT

101
−1 −2.734 · 10−8 1.313 · 10−4

1 1.938 · 107 4.227 · 107

201
−1 −2.215 · 10−6 1.955 · 10−6

1 1.550 · 108 3.382 · 108

301 −1 8.616 · 10−5 0.003
401 −1 57.316 21.259
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4.1.2 Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions

Denote the penalty paramatres τ
(1)
0,L = a

h3α3
, τ

(2)
0,L = a

hα2
. The maximal real

part and the absolute value of the maximal imaginary part of the discretisa-
tion matrix ADN for m = 101 are presented in Table 3. The result is similar

Table 3: The maximal real part and the absolute value of the maximal
imaginary part of the eigenvalues λ of ADN

4th order accurate SBP-SAT 6th order accurate SBP-SAT
a max(Re(λ)) |max(Im(λ))| max(Re(λ)) |max(Im(λ))|
1 2.406 · 108 0 4.589 · 1011 0
2 −500.6 0 −500.6 0

2.1 −500.6 0 −500.6 0

for m = 201, 301, 401 and is therefore omitted.

The eigenvalues of ADN for m = 101 are also plotted in Figure 3 and Figure
2 for different values of a, i.e different values of penalty parameters τ

(1),(2)
0,L

using fourth order accurate SBP-SAT operators. Note that one eigenvalue is
postive when a = 1. Also note that the minimal eigenvalue is moved further
to the left when the penalty parametres are increased from a = 2 to a = 2.1.
The eigenvalues of ADN for m = 201, a = 2 are presented in 4. Note that the
minimal eigenvalue is further to left when m = 201 compared to m = 101.
The results using sixth order accurate SBP-SAT operators are similar and
therefore figures are omitted.
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(b) a = 2.1

Figure 2: Eigenvalues of ADN for two stable choices of the penalty parame-
tres τ

(1),(2)
0,L with m = 101 using 4th order accurate SBP-SAT operators. All

eigenvalues are real and non-positive. The eigenvalues are moved further to
the left when the penalty parametres are increased.
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Figure 3: Eigenvalues of ADN for an unstable choice of the penalty parame-
tres τ

(1),(2)
0,L with m = 101 using 4th order accurate SBP-SAT operators. One

eigenvalue is positive.
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Figure 4: Eigenvalues of ADN for a stable choice of the penalty parametres
τ
(1),(2)
0,L with m = 201 using 4th order accurate SBP-SAT operators.
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4.2 Accuracy

In this section the results from the convergence studies described in Section
3.4 are presented.

4.2.1 Characteristic boundary conditions

The error and rate of convergence of a numerical simulation of u(x, t) =
sin(κx)cos( κ√

c
t2) to the analytic solution with characteristic boundary con-

ditions using fourth and sixth order accurate SBP-SAT operators is presented
in Table 4. The accuracy study was done at time t = 1 using the time step
k = 0.1h2 and setting κ = 7π.

Table 4: Convergence study of numerical solution at t = 1 with characteristic
boundary conditions

4th order accurate SBP-SAT 6th order accurate SBP-SAT
m l2 norm of error q l2 norm of error q

101 6.242 · 10−4 - 2.981 · 10−4 -
201 3.976 · 10−5 3.973 1.951 · 10−5 3.934
301 7.895 · 10−6 3.987 3.883 · 10−6 3.981
401 2.506 · 10−6 3.989 1.228 · 10−6 4.001

The l2 error is also presented as a function of time for t = 0 to t = 1 in
Figure 5 for m = 201 using fourth order accurate SBP-SAT operators
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Figure 5: The l2 error as a function of time for m = 201 using fourth order
accurate SBP-SAT operators. The error is fluctuating and decreasing.

4.2.2 Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions

The error and rate of convergence of a numerical simulation of u(x, t) =
sin(κx)cos( κ√

c
t2) to the analytic solution with Dirichlet-Neumann boundary

conditions using fourth and sixth order accurate SBP-SAT operators is pre-
sented in Table 5. The accuracy study was done at time t = 1 using the time
step k = 0.05h2 and setting κ to 7π. The penalty parametres were set to
τ
(1)
0,L = 2

h3α3
, τ

(2)
0,L = 2

hα2
.

Table 5: Convergence study of numerical solution at t = 1 with Dirichlet-
Neumann boundary conditions

4th order accurate SBP-SAT 6th order accurate SBP-SAT
m l2 norm of error q l2 norm of error q

101 2.270 · 10−4 - 3.379 · 10−5 -
201 2.483 · 10−5 3.193 5.078 · 10−7 6.056
301 5.295 · 10−6 3.812 6.225 · 10−8 5.177
401 1.771 · 10−6 3.806 1.290 · 10−8 5.471

The l2 error is also presented as a function of time for t = 0 to t = 1 in
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Figure 6 for m = 201 using fourth order accurate SBP-SAT operators.
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Figure 6: The l2 error as a function of time for m = 201 using fourth order
accurate SBP-SAT operators. The error is periodic.

4.3 Two-dimensional simulation

The result of the stable simulation of the two-dimensional dispersive wave
propegation governed by the DBE as formulated in (44) is presented in Figure
7 for different times. Note that the boundaries are fixed, that the wave is
reflected and that several wavefronts can be spotted moving away from the
center as the Gaussian pulse collapses. The result of the simulation of the
same problem, but with an unstable choice of penalty parametres τ

(1),(2)
0,L is

presented in Figure 8. Note that numerical solution is stable until the first
wavefront hits the boundary.
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(a) t = 0 (b) t = 0.001

(c) t = 0.005 (d) t = 1

Figure 7: Stable simulation of the DBE with Dirichlet-Neumann boundary
conditions and a Gaussian pulse given as an initial value.
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(a) t = 0.0013 (b) t = 0.0014

(c) t = 0.0015 (d) t = 0.002

Figure 8: Unstable simulation of the DBE due to incorrect boundary treat-
ment.

5 Discussion and conclusions

The analysis conducted in Section 3, the results of the convergence study
and the simulations presented in Section 4 show that the SBP-SAT method
together with well chosen time integrators produces a stable numerical sim-
ulation of the DBE that is accurate enough to capture the dispersive nature
of the equation.

Starting with stability of the problem with Dirichlet-Neumann boundary
conditions, Table 3 in Section 4.1.2 show that the analysis conducted in
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section 3.2.2 succesfully produced conditions on the penalty parametres for
guaranteed stability and that the discretisation matrix ADN can have unsta-
ble eigenvalues if the stability conditions are not fulfilled. In addition Figure
8 illustrates the importance of a stable boundary treatment, showing that
the solution blows up immediately after the first wavefronts hit the bound-
aries. Analysing the stability of the problem with characteristic boundary
conditions gave somewhat more contradictive results. Although stability was
proven in 3.2.1 using the energy method the eigenvalues of the matrix M
presented in Table 3 indicates that the problem is unstable when m = 301,
m = 401 using fourth order accurate SBP-SAT operators and for all listed
values of m using sixth order accurate SBP-SAT operators. One explanation
for this could be that the algorithm that MATLAB uses is inaccurate when
computing the eigenvalues of the matrix M . The matix M has a conditional
number that ranges between of magnitude 5 ·1017 to 8 ·1019, depending on m
and the order of the SBP-SAT operators, and thus a small error in the initial
guess of the eigenvalues could result in a large error in the final approxi-
mation. In addition, the maximal real part of the eigenvalues computed for
m = 101, 201 when using fourth order operators was positive until additional
parametres ensuring more accurate results for ill-conditioned matrices were
given. Another explanation for the positive real part of the eigenvalues could
be that the matrices Achar and B were incorrectly implemented. However,
an error in the implementation of these matrices would most likely be visi-
ble in the results obtained from the convergence study. For example, when
m = 401 the time step is 6.25 ·10−7. The convergence studies were conducted
at time t = 1 which means that the solution was computed about 1.6 · 106

times. When convergence studies were done on unstable discretisations the
solution usually exploded after only a few computations. Therefore, it is my
belief that the discretisation is in fact stable.

Moving on to accuracy, the results from the convergence study show that
the SBP-SAT method produces a nummerical solution that is in agreement
with expected rate of convergence when implementing both characteristic
boundary conditions and Dirichlet-Neumann boundary conditions. When
simulating characteristic boundary conditions, the rate of convergence was
expected to be around four using both fourth and sixth order accurate time
integrators, due to the fact that the time integration is only second order
accurate. For fourth order accurate operators the loss of accuracy due to
the error made in the time integration will be comparable to the error made
in space and thus the order of convergence should be around four. When
increasing the accuracy to sixth order SBP-SAT operators the error made in
time will increase in comparison to the error made in space and therefore the
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rate of convergence will remain at four. When simulating Dirichlet-Neumann
boundary conditions, the rate of convergence was expected to be around four
using fourth order accurate operators and then increase to around five us-
ing sixth order accurate operators. A higher rate of convergence is possible
due to the fact that the time integration scheme for Dirichlet-Neumann was
fourth order accurate.

The results presented in Table 4 and Table 5 agree with the previous dis-
cussion. In Table 5 the convergence rate when using fourth order SBP-SAT
operators start low but increase rapidly to values close to four when increasing
the resolution m. Measuring convergence is not trivial as the error changes
in time, as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Although the l2 error follows
a similiar overall trend (i.e. is periodic or decreasing) when increasing the
order of accuracy of the SBP-SAT opertors, it is not a directly scaled version
of the l2 error obtained when using lower order accurate operators. Thus the
rate of convegence is not neccessarily the same using fourth or sixth order
accurate operators for any given time. In addition, the optimal choice of time
step is not neccessarily identical for different orders of accuracy and thus the
rate of convergence might vary when using the same time step. In general
the problem becomes more stiff, i.e. requires a smaller time step, as m or
the order of accuracy of the SBP-SAT opertors increases. The former can
be seen when comparing Figure 3 and Figure 4, as the minimal eigenvalue
is moved further to left when m inreases from 101 to 201 which implies that
a smaller step length is required to obtain a stable time integration. Table
4 and Table 5 also shows that the l2 error decreases when increasing the
accuracy of the SBP-SAT operators, which is what we expect. In addition,
Figure 7 show that the method is accurate enough to capture the dispersive
nature of the DBE as the Gaussian pulse is shattered into different wavefront
when it collapses. Moreover one can see that the boundaries are fixed as the
wavefronts hit them, which is in agreement with the DBE with Dirichlet-
Neumann boundary conditions, whose physical interpretation is be a beam
that is clamped at the boundaries.

Another interesting thing discovered was that the fourth order Runge-Kutta
time integration scheme proved to be inappropriate for the problem, as it
required a increadibly small time step and still produced convergence rates
below those expected. For example when implementing the characteristic
boundary conditions a time step of k = 0.00025h2 was used when doing a
convergence study using m = 201 points and still the rate of convergence
never reached four. It is strange that the Runge-Kutta method proved to be
inappropriate as it usually is a robust method that can handle most ODE:s
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and is quite often ideal for problems involving both a first and a second time
derivative, such as the ODE obtained from the SBP-SAT approximation of
the DBE with characteristic boundary conditions. Why this is, I do not know
but is something that could be investigated further.

To conclude, the SBP-SAT method is a stable and accurate method when
treating problems involving high-order time dependent PDE:s. Together with
well chosen time integrators it succesfully derived a numerical simulation of
the DBE that was accurate enough to capture the dissipative nature of the
equation. The method succesfully implement characteristic boundary con-
ditions that can be useful for numerical annalysis, e.g when implementing
artificial boundaries, as well as physical boundary conditions, both of them
proving to be stable. In addition, the study showed that incorrect treatment
of the boundary conditions will result in a simulation that rapidly blows up.

Propositions for further studies and improvements:

• Investigate why the Runge-Kutta implementation was an ill-suited time
integrator for the problem.

• Deriva a CFL condition for the iteration schemes and find an optimal
time step to optimize execution time.

• Extend the problem to three dimensions and derive a stable SBP-SAT
approxamation for other boundary conditions, such as the ’free end’
boundary condition, in order to run a variaty of simulations on physi-
cally ’more relevant’ problems.

6 Appendix

Below we list the fourth derivative SBP operators for the fourth- and sixth-
order accurate cases. The fourth derivative is given by,

D4 = H−1
(
N − e1S31 + emS3m + ST1 S21 − STmS2m

)
.

The boundary closures (the coefficients) are presented for the H and N ma-
trices. Notice that the coefficients in the norm should be multiplied with the
grid-step h, and the coefficients in N should me multiplied with 1

h3
.
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6.1 Diagonal-norm SBP operators

6.1.1 Fourth-order case.

The boundary derivative operators are given by

S1v = −11v1+18v2−9v3+2v4
6h

, Smv = +11vm−18vm−1+9vm−2−2vm−3

6h

S21v = 2v1−5v2+4v3−v4
h2

, S2mv = 2vm−5vm−1+4vm−2−1vm−3

h2

S31v = −v1+3v2−3v3+v4
h3

, S3mv = +vm−3vm−1+3vm−2−vm−3

h3

The internal schemes of D4 is given by

(D4v)j =
−vj−3+12vj−2−39vj−1+56vj−39vj+1+12vj+2−vj+3

6h4

The upper part of the norm H,

H1,1 = 35809
100800

H2,2 = 13297
11200

H3,3 = 5701
5600

H4,4 = 45109
50400

H5,5 = 35191
33600

H6,6 = 33503
33600

The upper part of N ,

N1,1 = 4596181
1814400

N1,2 = −10307743
1814400

N1,3 = 160961
43200

N1,4 = −535019
907200

N1,5 = 109057
1814400

N1,6 = − 29273
604800

N2,2 = 8368543
604800

N2,3 = −9558943
907200

N2,4 = 2177057
907200

N2,5 = −11351
86400

N2,6 = 204257
1814400

N3,3 = 4938581
453600

N3,4 = −786473
151200

N3,5 = 1141057
907200

N3,6 = −120619
907200

N4,4 = 3146581
453600

N4,5 = −4614143
907200

N4,6 = 24587
14400

N5,5 = 185709
22400

N5,6 = −11293343
1814400

N6,6 = 16787381
1814400

6.1.2 Sixth-order case.

The boundary derivative operators are given by

S1v = −25v1+48v2−36v3+16v4−3v5
12h

, Smv = +25vm−48vm−1+36vm−2−16vm−3+3vm−4

12h

S21v = 35v1−104v2+114v3−56v4+11v5
12h2

, S2mv = 35vm−104vm−1+114vm−2−56vm−3+11vm−4

12h2

S31v = −5v1+18v2−24v3+14v4−3v5
2h3

, S3mv = +5vm−18vm−1+24vm−2−14vm−3+3vm−4

2h3
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The internal schemes of D4 is given by

240h3

(D4v)j =
7vj−4−96vj−3+676vj−2−1952vj−1+2730vj−1952vj+1+676vj+2−96vj+3+7vj+4

240h4

The upper part of the norm H,

H1,1 = 318365
1016064

H2,2 = 145979
103680

H3,3 = 139177
241920

H4,4 = 964969
725760

H5,5 = 593477
725760

H6,6 = 52009
48384

H7,7 = 141893
145152

H8,8 = 1019713
1016064

The upper part of N ,

N1,1 = 40833734273
10761070320

N1,2 = −162181998421
16397821440

N1,3 = 4696168417
521748864

N1,4 = −245714671483
68870850048

N1,5 = 2185939219
2869618752

N1,6 = − 15248255797
114784750080

N1,7 = 345156907
12298366080

N1,8 = 6388381
1093188096

N2,2 = 147281127041
5380535160

N2,3 = −3072614435609
114784750080

N2,4 = 320122985851
28696187520

N2,5 = −768046031383
344354250240

N2,6 = 7861605187
14348093760

N2,7 = − 803762437
4251287040

N2,8 = 167394281
86088562560

N3,3 = 139712483333
4782697920

N3,4 = −1634124842747
114784750080

N3,5 = 90855193447
28696187520

N3,6 = −26412188989
38261583360

N3,7 = 668741173
1793511720

N3,8 = − 132673781
2342545920

N4,4 = 437353997177
43044281280

N4,5 = −172873969321
38261583360

N4,6 = 34759553483
28696187520

N4,7 = − 98928859751
344354250240

N4,8 = 295000207
3587023440

N5,5 = 126711914423
21522140640

N5,6 = −520477408939
114784750080

N5,7 = 49581230003
28696187520

N5,8 = − 99640101991
344354250240

N6,6 = 19422074929
2391348960

N6,7 = −772894368601
114784750080

N6,8 = 10579712849
4099455360

N7,7 = 456715296239
43044281280

N7,8 = −915425403107
114784750080

N8,8 = 488029542379
43044281280
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